Binding conditions and regulations of occupational health and safety
for business partners supplying services in ŠKODA AUTO production
plants VSU/2 Occupational safety
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These „Binding conditions and regulations of occupation health and safety for business partners supplying services in ŠKODA
AUTO production plants“ are intended also for business partners‘ employees training in the area of occupational health and
safety.
These regulations may be completed with further documents for the training which are submitted by the company’s organization
unit ordering the service at the business partner.

Contents:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Business partner obligations in ŠKODA AUTO production plants (hereinafter referred to).
Other obligations, requirements, instructions and information applicable within the company.
Overview of legal regulations to be followed by the business partner.
Risks in the company plants.

Basic concepts / Abbreviations
Business partner
Business partner’s employee
Responsible company employee

OHS
PO
En
POD
PPA
LT
DTF

1.

A physical or legal entity who is a direct participant of a contractual relation with
the company.
An employee of a business partner or their sub-supplier
A company employee of the organization unit placing the order or a specified
company employee of another organization unit responsible for co-ordinating
activities between the business partner and the company in the scope of the
service supplied. In the case of simultaneous activities of the business partner’s
and company employees, persons co-ordinating the activities based on the
written „Agreement on OHS co-ordination“.
Occupational health and safety
Fire protection
Environment
Company’s process and organization documentation
Personal protective aids
Lift truck
Designated technical facilities

Obligations of a business partner in company areas:

A business partner operating on company premises is an independent legal entity having full responsibility for creating conditions
of occupational safety and health protection for their employees and the persons operating in its spaces, or on its workplaces. In
the company area, business partners are obligated to follow all legal regulations and rules applicable in the Czech Republic in the
area of OHS, internal guidelines and comoany regulations, including the provisions and annexes of a contract duly concluded
between them and the company.
Other obligations of the business partners, or other entities contributing to the fulfilment of tasks on one workplace include the
following:
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a)

b)
c)
d)

1.1

If there are more employers performing work a tone work place at the same time, there must be one employer
authorized by an agreement concluded between the participating employers, who coordinates the
implementation of occupational health and safety measures and the procedures aimed at ensuring them,
mutual and written information about the risks, incl. mutual co-operation on ensuring OHS,
performing actiovities and work so as to protect another employer’s employees at the same time,
Work together on ensuring a safe and unharmful working environment that does not threaten the health of
employees in the workplace

Basic regulations:

1)

The business partner cannot commence their activity until all their employees have been made familiar with the general
OHS principles in the company in a verifiable manner as defined by the points in this documents and other principles of
fire protection, as well as the rules and regulations about the protection of assets and En and the POD applicable to
business partners.

2)

The business partner takes liability for their professional authorizations, professional trainings, health and expert abilities
of their employees supplying the services to the company to be in order (up-to-date and corresponding). The business
partner is also responsible for a safe condition of the tools or facilities used, including borrowed. They are responsible for
disciplined behaviour of their employees, especially upon fulfilling the principles of OHS, FP and En protection, including
their respecting the warning against occupational and other risks they had been given (in a training, by a safety sign,
notice board, in person by a manager of the work place in question, etc.)

3)

The business partner is obligated to procede so as not to threaten the lifes or health of the company‘s employees or other
persons by their activity, damage company property or threaten the En with their activity.

4)

Work places or company spaces, where the business partner shall supply their services based on the contract concluded,
are to be labelled accordingly (safety tapes, railings, etc.) and completed with safety signs where necessary. The business
partner accepts responsibility for the work place they take over in terms of OHS, fire safety and the environment.

5)

The business partner is responsible for evaluating their own or rented spaces in the company in terms of danger of
explosion, including measures accepted in accordance with the government regulation no 406/2004 Coll., on detailed
requirements on ensuring occupation safety and health in areas with the danger of explosion, in the current wording.

6)

In the case that a business partner provides services at a construction site, to which an work safety coordinator has been
assigned, it is the business partner’s obligation to co-operate with them and supply documentation as required by Act No.
309/2006 Coll. as amended.

7)

The business partner and their employees are obligated to respect control activities of specialist departments‘ employees
and responsible company employees or other persons (includes also the security service) delegated by conducting it
(hereinafter referred to as responsible company employee). The business partner is obligated to enable a responsible
company employee to access all spaces of the inspected work place as well as all documents and records related to the
subject of the inspection. All employees of the business partner are obligated to provide full and truthful information as
required. If necessary, a written record will be made of the inspection.

8)

The business partner is obligated to stop work immediately, without being requested to do so, in the case that lifes and
health of persons are threatened or there is a danger of breakdown of the company‘s or external persons‘ operational
facility and a danger to FP and the En. The business partner must report this fact immediately to the responsible company
employee. The business partner bears liability for the damaged incurred by their breaching legal regulations and internal
standards.

9)

The business partner shall submit written information on the risks involving their work duties and workplace and
measures accepted to prevent them to the responsible company employee in accordance with section 101, subsection 3,
Act No. 262/2006 Coll., as amended.

10)

The business partner shall not enable their employees to enter spaces and buildings which are not intended for their
activities. For entering social facilities, locker rooms, kiosks or canteen the employees may only use roads and paths
intende dfor this purpose.
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11)

If, upon providing their services, the business partner uses company property (e.g. cranes, lifts, lifting platforms, welding
machines, electric distributions, etc.), they must conclude a written agreement in advance. The agreement shall define
the rights and obligations as well as the conditions of safe use of the property in question.

12)

The business partner must not use dangerous and harmful substances when conducting work or other activities at the
company workplaces and rented company spaces the use of which could put other persons at risk. Use of such substances
must be discussed with the organization unit requesting it or a specialist company department. The business partner shall
take such measures so as to avoid threat of persons ort he En. The use of silicone, or substances containing silicone, is
permitted in the company. Every safety sheet must contain information about the volume of organic substances (VOC –
Volatile Organic Compounds) contained.

13)

The business partner is obligated to take safety measures necessary upon the use of machines with X-ray, laser or other
ionizing radiation and electromagnetic radiation sources and discuss the work the be conducted with the organization
unit ordering i tor a specialist department. For the duration of use of machines with ionizing radiation the business partner
is obligated to report to the responsible employee the name of their employee delegated to supervise the protection
against the ionizing radiation and operate the facility in accordance with generally binding legal regulations.

14)

The business partner shall co-operate so that their employee and their sub-supplier’s employees undergo breath tests for
alcohol or other addictive substances conducted by delegated company employees.

15)

A responsible company employee is entitled to banish from the company premises any of the business partner’s
employees who committed any crime, offence or their conduct is breaches good manners.

16)

The business partner agrees that if their employee gets injured, they are going to procede as follows: the respective
managing employee of the company, in whose spaces the work injury occurred and under the assumption that they know
about the injury, brings the information to the awareness of their employer (business partner) without undue delay and
together they will conduct investigation to clarify the causes and circumstances of the work injury. The manager in
question invites the applicable safety technician of the company’s organization unit to the investigation. Employer of the
injured employee (the business partner) makes a record in the company‘s „Injury log“, or ensures that it is made, and if
working disability arises they make a Record of an injury. In the case that the injury was caused by the company, ort he
company contributed to it, i tis the business partner’s obligation to have the Record of an injury co-signed by the
respective managing employee of the company who also makes a copy of the record for possible future proceedings. At
work places or company premises handed over to the business partner, where they are going to supply their services
based on the contract concluded, the business partner shall follow generally binding legal regulations. Recording,
reporting and sending a record of an injury is governed by generally binding legal regulations. Further instructions are
specified in paragraph 2.8 Work injuries.

1.2 Upon ensuring occupational safety at technical facilities the business partner is obligated to
ensure the following:
1)

Adherence to the prohibition of any manipulation at an enfgineering or technical facility without a written agreement,
applicable authorization and awareness of the responsible employee of the organization unit which the service is provided
for.

2)

Co-ordinate with the responsible company employee the manner and time of ensuring and shutting down the facility
which is partially or permanently operated or is located close to the operated facility and may threaten the employee or
the business partner.

3)

Permanently maintain exit paths and roads free and without barriers, including designated spaces in front of electric
distributors. Safety signas installed must not be removed, damaged or covered.

4)

Ensure that business partner’s employees use protective aids for machinery and technological units preventing or
reducing the danger of an injury, possibly preventing the deterioration of hygienic parameters of working environment
(noise, dust, etc.), do not remove them or put them out of the operation or do not oprerate machines and facilities without
properly fixed and adjusted protective shields.
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5)

Conduct work on machinery and technical facilities only after the facility has been properly securred (e.g. switch-off, shutdown, securring against movement, etc.). The facility is securred by a representative of the ordering organization unit to
whom the service is being supplied, or a desihgnated company employee based on the busines partner’r request.
Necessary co-ordination of the service realization, including a presentation of related technical documentation is to be
ensured by a responsible company employee. The service itself is to be co-ordinated by an external person in accordance
with the related documentation (legislation, technological and working procedures, etc.).

6)

The work is to be conducted in accordance withe OHS regulations.

7)

Upon work at heights, the business partner is obligated to protect their employees as well as other persons using personal
or common safety devices preventing fall. Construction and work on auxiliary and fall arrest constructions (scaffolding,
captive scaffolding, protective railing, safety fencing) must be conducted in accordance with the currently valid
regulations. These protective and arrest constructions must be sufficiently solid and resistant to outer forces and
unfavourable conditions, and fixed so as to withstand the expected strain. Before the work is started, they must be
properly accepted into use.

1.3 In all activities, the business partners take responsibility for maintaining order in the spaces
and buikldings used. In particular, they are obligated to adhere to the following:
1)

Beside the working place, use only spaces they had been assigned to. The business partners are obligated to maintain
these spaces and buildings free from all unnecessary obstacles and either store or remove any extra material, assembly
facilities which are not further required or necessary for their work.

2)

Ensure that any entrance roads which had been polluted by their work or entrance had been limited as a result are
immediately cleaned.

3)

After they have finished their activities at a workplace (building, area), they are obligated to return it in order and safe,
without any extra materials, assembly afcilities, waste, etc. If they fail to do so, they will need to bear all the costs paid by
the company to rectify the situation.

4)

Label any land used as assembly, storage and manipulation areas with a sign including the user’s name and name of the
responsible person of the business partner.

5)

Do not conduct any construction, digging, storage or other work on grassed, planted or otherwise treated lands within or
outside the company area without the agreement of a responsibe company employee.

6)

When driving, adhere to the Traffic regulations organization stanard, follow traffic signs and respect the maximum speed
limit on company premises.

2.

Other obligations, requirements, instructions and information valid in the company:
1)

The concept of „entrance to the company area“ means entrance, our exit, gate to/from the company, where security
guards are present, and where it is decided whether persons may be alloowed to eneter the company area.

2)

All persons in the company area have to behave so as not to cause any damage or threat to the justified interests and
property of the company, including non-material assets (intellectual property, know-how, etc.). Further, they are also
obligated to maintain order and cleanliness.

3)

The company reserves the right to refuse entrance to or order out of the company area anyone, who does not respect or
follow the requirements of internal regulations, instructions of employees at ZO Brand protection and security
(hereinafter referred to as „a ZO employee“), or whose behaviour is considered to breach the legal regulations.

4)

If anyone in the company area discovers or causes any defect that may pose a threat to the safety or health of persons or
a threat that may potentially lead to a damage to property, they are obligated to report this defect to the ZO dispatching
immediately:
Mladá Boleslav plant
internal phone
12316
external phone
326 8 12316
·
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5)

Vrchlabí plant
internal phone
65861
·
Kvasiny plant
internal phone
53360
·
Technical development
internal phone
12316
·
Upon evacuation of persons from the company area, everyone is obligated to
personnel authorized to manage the evacuation.

external phone
499 465 861
external phone
494 553 360
external phone
326 8 12316
follow the exit signs and instructions of

6)

Any person moving around the company premises notes that the company area is being monitored by a camera system
with a recording option. When recording and archiving a record the rules laid down by Act No. 101/2000 Coll., on personal
data protection, as amended, are respected. An archived recording is adequately protected against any misuse, it is stored
only for the necessary period of time and may only be accessed by a limited group of authorized company employees.

7)

In the area smoking in all indoor areas of the objects and logistics areas within the company's premises is prohibited with
the exception of spaces and open spaces, which are allocated for smoking by the company and visibly marked in this
sense.

8)

In the company area it is forbidden to enter under the influence of alcohol or substance abuse. It is also prohibited to
carry in, possess and consumpe alcoholic beverages and other narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances in the company
premises.

9)

The visitor’s ID authorizing one to enter or drive in the plant is not transferable and any unauthorized use will be
prosecuted with the prohibition of entry/drive in to the premises of the company.

10)

Loss or stealing of the visitor’s ID must be immediately reported ot the ZO dispatching, see item 4 for phone number.

11)

Upon a ZO employee’s request, every person is obligated to undergo an inspection security personal search and check of
their luggage, in order to ensure compliance with the company‘s organization standards and the relevant legislation.
Rejecting the search/check is a reason to prevent the entry into the company premises.

12)

In the company area it is prohibited to use headphones, or. other headsets, which are a part of the of equipment for
sound reproduction during the working hours that could lead to a breach of occupational health and sfatey.

13)

In the company area it is prohibited to make any audiovisual recordings, photographs, films, etc. Audio-visual recording
devices include, in particular, cameras, videocameras, mobile phones with integrated cameras, notebooks and other
devices with integrated cameras.

2.1

When performing work the business partners‘ employees must not:
1)

Make any changes to the safety, hygienic or fire facilities, remove safety aids or labels of dangerous spots,
machines and facilities within the company area.

2)

Use company machines, devices and work tools for purposes they are not intended to and for whom a
contract of rent has not been concluded.

3)

Leave machines or other facilities that are currently operating.

4)

Without their manager’s permission transfer from their work place to another company work place.

5)

Enter dangerous locations or unknown spaces without an order or prescribed safety aids.

6)

The business partner’s employee must not work unsupervised at work places, where another employee
cannot be asked or called for help in the case of an accident, or if another efficient form of supervision or
connection is not ensured.

7)

Conduct any work which they do not have applicable certification for (e.g. drive lift trucks, operate cranes,
perform slinger, welding work, etc.).

8)

Disturb colleagues from work, e.g.: jokes, games, arguments, etc. are prohibited in the company area.
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9)

2.2

It is prohibited to get into new laid-by cars, open them, handle them or drive them around the plant.

Movement of persons on outdoor paths in the company area:
1)

Entrance gates are to be used to enter the plant.

2)

Use pavements and designated roads for walking, follow prohibittion signs for entrance and passage.

3)

For crossing roads, use marked pedestrian crossings only.

4)

Where there are no pavements, walk only on the left side of the road.

5)

Behave orderdly and thoughtfully, do not threaten smooth traffic and safety of pedestrians and cars,
adapt their behaviour to the nature and technical condition of the road or pavemenet, possibly a walking
path.

6)

Respect traffic signs, including horizontal labelling and traffic regulations.

7)

Respect the directions of the traffic inspector and company’s security service.

8)
Pay special attention when crossing level crossings!
It is forbidden:
·
to enter the railway when the warning signal is on,
·
to climb on or crawl under the wagons and walk around the train, · walk
on the the railroad.
Further obligations of pedestrians and car drivers are governed by the ŠKODA AUTO Traffic regulations.

2.3

Entering and moving around production buildings:
1)

Use designated pedestrian entrances and exits to enter/exit the building where you work, follow the
prohibitions to enter and pass.

2)

It is forbiden to take shortcuts through interior spaces of buildings and enter the company’s production
shops, in whih the partner is not supplying the contracted service.

3)

When walking on the staircase, always hold onto the installed railing!

4)

When walking in a crane track, pay special attention and follow the instructions of the slinger – crane
operator.

5)

It tis forbidden to stay under a suspended burden!

6)

Do not walk in or stay in manipulation and logistics areas.

7)

On interior roads without a pedestrian lane, one must always walk on the left of the road.

8)

When walking on interior roads, every pedestrian must use the designated walking corridors and pay
attention to the moving fork-lift trucks.
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Walking corridor
Pedestrian crossing

the fork-lift truck driver!

2.4

Traffic on outdoor roads within the company area:
1)

3)

4)

In the company area, Act no. 361/2000 Coll. on road traffic, as amended, in particular as regards traffic
regulations on local roads in relation to Act No. 13/1997 Coll., on roads, as amended, and the organization
standard – Traffic regulations, apply. 2)
In the company area higher speed limit for cars is allowed (if not stated otherwise by the traffic signs):
Mladá Boleslav plant area
40 kph
·
Kvasiny plant area
40 kph
·
Vrchlabí
plant
area
30 kph
·
ČESANA Technical Development area
20 kph
·
Cars may only park in the company area in designated spaces with traffic signs intended for their lay-by.

2.5

2.6

Traffic on indoor roads:
1)

The speed of all motor and non-motor trucks must be adapted to the condition and character of the road,
behaviour and movement of persons on the roads, driver’s view and visibility, condition of the means of
transport, weight and manner of securrign the load. Special attention must also be paid to driving on wet
and slippery surface.

2)

Under all circumstances one must drive only as fast so as enable them to stop safely!

3)

Maximum speed limit on indoor roads and manipulation surfaces is 10 kph.

4)

Indoor roads are highlighted and differentiated from other surfaces on the same level with white, or other
colour, highlighting stripes or different colour of the road surface.

Obligation to use high-visibility safety apparel (safety vests):
1)

The obligation to use a sfaety apparel or safety vest with high-visibility applies to all company employees
and business partner’s employees as well as other persons moving aroud logistics and manipulation areas
and on trucks‘ lay-by areas.

2)

Further, the obligation to use safety vests applies to employees of emergency, extrication teams, truck
drivers, lift truck drivers and indoor roads.

3)

Furthermore, persons staying in a road’s driving lane or close to it must also use high-visibility safety
apparel.

When providing safety vests, the managing employee always needs to respect the results of the health risk assessment.

2.7

Common operation of electric devices:

Informed persons without electro – technical qualifications:
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1)

Any activity is limited to switching on and off electric devices, always in accordance with the operating
manual of the electric device supplied by the manufacturer.

2)

Maintenance work, including cleaning, lubrication and common checks may only be conducted when the
device is stopped and in accordance with the operation manual.

3)

It is prohibited to work on uncovered, operating sections of electric devices, touch them directly or with
any other object (does not involve devices with safe voltage or current).

4)

It is forbidden to make any non-qualified interventions into an electric facility that may cause an injury
with electric current, fire, or explosion.

5)

If no clear defect had been discovered upon the check, the electric appliance may be safely aoperated as
allowed by operation manual.

6)

If a defect is discovered, the appliance must not be use dany longer, the defect must be immediately
reported to the resposnible manager who decides whether the facility is to be disposed of, and at the
same time, disables its further random use.

Damaged electric devices must not be used!

2.8

Work injuries:
1)

A working injury is a damage to an employee’s health or their death upon fulfilling a work task or in a
direct relation to it.

2)

The injured person, if they are able to do so, or another employee who are a witness to the work injury
or know about it, are obligated to inform their managing employee immediately.

3)

Have even a very minor injury treated and immediately report any injuries occurring during work to your
direct manager, who is obligated to maintain a record of all reported injuries and accidents in the Injury
log.

4)

If damage to the health of a business partner’s employee occurs on their way to the work place, i.e. behind
the company area’s entrance gate, as a result of a faulty or inadequtely (in winter) treated road surface, i
tis the business partner’s ort he assigned resposnible person’s obligation to report this at the dispatching
office of the plant where the injury (accident) occured (for phone numbers see 2.15 – Important phone
numbers).

5)

If a serious or fatal work injury occurs in the company plant, the VSU/2 Ecological and occupational
protection deparment is to be informed on: 326 8 12866, mobile: 605 293 564 or 326 8 12995 as well as
the plant dispatching office on 326 8 12316.
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Mladá Boleslav plant

Kvasiny plant

Vrchlabí plant

2.9

Rules of occupational safety and health in work with chemical products:
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1)

When working with chemical products, valid instruction sheets, procedures, rules and guidelines
applicable to the chemical product based on its characteristics and dangerous features are to be followed:

2)

Protect people’s health and the environment and follow safety signs indicating danger, sentences labelling
specific risk and instructions on safe manipulation.

3)

Use prescribed personal protective aids (PPA), no-functional PPA are to be replaced with new ones.

4)

Follow basic hygienic habits (wash hands after you have finished working with a chemical product).

5)

When working with chemical substances or products it is forbidden to eat, drink and smoke.

6)

Chemical products must not be poured into food and drink containers, chemical products must be stored
in original, or suitably labelled substitute packages (not on caps) with a commercial name and with a
danger symbol.

General principles of pre-medical first aid when affected by chemical substances and preparations:
· inhalation: take the affected person to fresh air, if sickness continues, seek medical attention
· consumption: induce vomitting, drink at least O.5 l of water and immediately seek medical help; vomitting is not to be
induced if acid, lye or petrol have been consumed or other substances which it is not recommended for based on
reverse digestion tract burning and cramps, pregnancy and bad overall condition.
· eyes are affected: rinse eyes for at least 10 minutes with drinking water in the direction from inside eye corner out and
transfer the injured person to the doctor,
· skin is affected: wash skin with pouring water and soap and if it gets red or continues to burn, seek medical help.

2.10

Rules of hygiene at company work places:
1) All company work places are equipped with social facilities, follow basic hygienic principles. 2) Eating
and drinking i prohibited in designated areas it is prohibited in designated areas.

2.11 Environmental protection:
1)

When working follow the instructions of operational regulations and technological procedures.

2)

Prevent harmful substances from leaking.

3)

Sort out generated waste according to types and put it in designated containers.

4)

Do not pour out liquid waste into sthe sewage outlets or on outdoor surfaces.

5)

Notify your manager about any events threatening the environment.

6)

Protect greenery.

2.12

Obligation to use protective helmets in the company area:

1)

Construction work – people at contruction sites.

2)

Workers performing assembly, disassembly, repair work, inspection and maintenance work in heights and depths, or
other areas labelled with an instruction safety sign with the helmet symbol.

3)

Slingers, crane truck and track crane operators.

2.13

Personal protective aids:
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If a risk arises, the employer accepts specific technical and organization measures to remove them. In the case that this
measure cannot be applied, the employees are assigned Personal protective aids (hereinafter referred to as „PPA“) based
on risk assessment.
· Employees are obligated to use the PPA assigned by their employer properly,
· Upon entering company premises, where a safety sign instructs to use a particular type of a PPA, or use PPAs in another
way, you are obligated to use a PPA properly.

2.14

Safety colours and safety signs:

The aim of safety colours and safety signs is to draw attention to objects or situations that affect the safety and protection
of occupational health.

General meaning of safety colours:
Safety colour

Meaning or purpose

Red

Prohibition Stop

Blue

Safety instruction

Yellow

Example of use
Stop signs.
Emergency
Prohibition sign.

stop.

Instruction on the use of PPAs.

Caution Danger
risk

Signalling danger
(cut and pressure areas,
explosion, radiation, fire, etc.)
Warning against steps, low
clearance, obstacles.

Safety Free

Exits.
Emergency exits .
Emergency directions.
First aid station and
Emergency stations.

Green

A combination of safety colours may be used for labelling temporarilly or permanently risky areas:

Black and yellow

Red and white (in traffic)

Prohibition signs:
background colour: white peripheral field and
diagonal strip: red
Pedestrian passage

symbol or text: black prohibited

Examples of safety prohibition signs:
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Entry prohibited

Fork-lift truck entry prohibited

Smoking prohibited

Open fire prohibited

Examples of instruction signs:

Instruction to wear eye protection

Instruction to wear hearing protection

Instruction to wear protective gloves

Instruction to wear a helmet

Smoking permitted
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Examples of warning signs:
background colour: yellow peripheral colour:
black
General caution; other danger

symbol or text: black

Danger of a for-lift truck crash

Danger – suspended load

Danger - electricity

Danger of fire

Danger of tripping, fall

Examples of information signs related to safety conditions

Safe situation, activity or means to
ensure safety

Background colour:
green symbol or
text: white
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First aid

safe
pass
age

S
a
f
e
e
n
t
r
a
n
c
e
;

Exit
route
;
direct
ion to
safet
y

Safe or stand-by mode of an electric
facility

Safety signs may be completed with a supplementary text that specifies the safety information further.

Hydrant

Fire extinguishers

Fire signalization

Exit downstairs to the right

Exit to the right

2.15

Important telephone numbers:
How to procede when calling medical emergency (ME) organized?
·
Identify the actual condition of the injured person and try to ensure that their vital functions are recovered,
·
Call the respective dispatching office immediately to call ME and describe the situation in detail:
condition of the injured person, incl. their location, and make sure that other employees navigate the ambulance
from in front of the building to your location.
With a timely and cautious action you can save a human life!
In situations of serious life or health risk call:

Mladá Boleslav plant when caling from mobile phonesm use the extension 326 8 and the internal
number you are calling:
ŠKODA AUTO Medical dispatching office
Medical emergency

12000
0 - 155

or

Other important numbers:
·
·
·

ŠKODA AUTO Fire brigade
Plant security
Power engineering dispatching

13000
12316
17550

CZE Fire brigade
Police

0 - 150
0 – 158

Kvasiny plant when calling from private phone numbers, use
nsion 494 5 and the internal number you
the exte are calling
ZO dispatching
Medical emergency (ME)

52222 or
0 - 155

Other important numbers:
·
·

VFK Fire brigade
Plant security

·

Power engineering dispatching

52222
52222

CZE Fire brigade
Police

0 – 150
0 – 158

53060

Vrchlabí plant
when calling from private phone numbers, use the exte are
calling
ZO dispatching

65444 nebo

Medical emergency (ME)

0 - 155

nsion 499 4 and the internal number you

Other important numbers:
·
·
·

VKV Fire brigade
Plant security
Power engineering dispatching

65444
65444
65858

CZE Fire brigade
Police

0 – 150
0 – 158

Do not forget:
You can call 0-155 (0-150 and 0-158) from any company phone, though it may not be authorized to call 0 numbers, 155
may be called from a telephone booth even without a card or money.

3.

Further, the business partner is obligated to meet the following legal regulations in the
company:
·
Obligations of employees and the employer ensuing from Act No. 262/2006 Coll., Labour Code, as amended.
· Act No. 309/2006 Coll. on occupational safety and health, on requirements on work places and working environment,
work tools and equipment, organization of work, work procedures and safety signs, on further tasks of a contruction
assigning party, its contractor, or the physical entity participating on the contruction and the OHS co-ordinator on
the construction site, as amended.
· Government regulation no. 201/2010 Coll., on the manner of recording injuries, reports and submitting an injury report,
as amended.
· Government regulation no. 495/2001 Coll. that establishes the scope and detailed conditions on providing personal
protective aids, washing, cleaning and disinfectant preparations.
·
Act No. 251/2005 Coll., on occupational inspection, as amended.
· Ordinance no. 50/1978 Coll., on professional qualification in electro-technics as defined by ordinance no. 98/1982 Sb.
· Ordinance of the Czech Office of Occupational Safety No. 48/1982 Coll. – basic requirements on ensuring safety and
technical facilities, as amended.
· Government regulation no. 591/2006 Coll. on detailed minimum requirements on occupational safety and health at
construction sites.
· Government regulation no. 362/2005 Coll. on detailed requirements on occupational safety and health at wok places
with the danger of fall.
· Government regulation no. 406/2004 Coll., on detailed requirements on ensuring occupational safety and health at work
in conditions with the danger of explosion.
· Government regulation no. 11/2002 Coll, which defines the design and location of safety signs and introduction of signals,
in the current wording.
·
Act no. 258/2000 Coll., on the protection of public health and change to some related acts, as amended.
·
Government regulation no. 101/2005 Coll., on detailed requirements on work places and working environment.
· Government regulation no. 361/2007 Coll., which defines the conditions of occupational safety and health , amended.
· Government regulation no no. 378/2001 Coll., which defines detailed requirements on safe operation and use of
machines, technical facilities, devices and tools.

4.

Risks:

This section identifies the basic risks at ŠKODA AUTO for the employees of business partners providing services in the company
areas. If company employees and the business partner’s employees perform work simultaneously at one work place, the company‘s
ordering organization unit submits written information about any risk that may arise from the activity performed for the company.
Key: To assess the risk a method of assigning points has been used that evaluates the risk from the point of view of probability of
there occurring an accident and its consequences.
P –Probability of occurrence and existence of risk
N – Probability of consequences seriousness
1.
2.
3.
4.

Random
Not probable
Probable
Highly probable

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Permanent
H – Opinion of the persons conducting the assessment

5.

Harm without disability to work
Injury with absence from work
More serious injury requiring hospitalization
Serious injury and an injury with lasting
consequences
Fatal injury

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Negligible influence on the danger level
Little influence on the danger and threat level
More prominent, non-negligible influence on the danger and threat level
Major and significant influence on the danger and threat level
Several significant and unfavourable influences on the seriousness and consequences of threat
and danger
R – Risk level
Insignificant risk 0
–3
Acceptable risk 4 10
Low risk 11
- 50
Undesirable risk 51
– 100
Unacceptable risk
101 - 125

The assessed
building

Subsystem

The risk can be accepted – common risk at work provided that all safety regulations are
followed.
More attention required – in particular, follow regulations to ensure occupational safety and
health and adhere ot the basic principles of safe conduct at the workplace and employer’s
information.
Follow the defined measures and work procedures –measures ensuing from legal regulations
and other regulations intended to prvent, remove or minimize risk.
Pay special attention – strictly adhere to the safety measures defined based on the risk
analysis.
Immediate application of safety measures - prohibition or suspension of the activity.

Danger identification

Assessme
nt of risk
seriousnes
s

Safety measure Remark

Risk
assessment

P N H R

SKODA AUTO
/ Outdoor
roads and
workplaces

Cars conducting
activities
under road
traffic

* traffic accidents, e.g.
-car crash (front, side, rear)
collision of a car with a
barrier
rolling a car over
driving off the road
clash with a railway vehicle drivinginto or over a person, hitting or
hitting down a person on the road

2 3 1 6

*
correct, effective, clear and Acceptable risk
legiblemarking of barriers on the road
(light signs, portable signs, etc.;
*
designation of road closures,
trafficcontrol, signalling;
*
placing guide plates, traffic
cones,etc.;
*
the use of warning beacons
onvehicles and machines working on
roads under the road traffic;
*
maintaining
the
security
marking and hatch in good condition;
*
respect the light-signalling
deviceson railway crossings;
*
to drive the vehicle with regard
to its current health status-the obligation
of the driver;
*
not to drink alcohol or
otheraddictive
substance
before
proceeding and during driving *
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

KODA AUTO /
Outdoor roads
and
work
places

Cars conducting
activities
under road
traffic

* injury of a person conducting work on 3 3 1 9
the road under traffic – driving into or
over a person, hitting or hitting down a
person on the road

*
consistent use of working
Acceptable risk
apparel, accessories and labelling, at
night and in reduced visibility labelling
with red light, reflectors, use of reflecting
apparel and accessories * proper working
procedures;
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

SKODA AUTO
/ Outdoor
roads and
work places

Cars conducting * collission of employees – pedestrians 1 3 2 6
activities
with cars
under road
traffic

*
use designated pavements Acceptable risk
andpedestrian crossings when moving
around the company areas
*
fitting rails, separating barriers
ifmain entrances and exits from
production shops, etc. are located
opposite roads and on other exposed
places;
*
follow
traffic
signs
as
necessary and
personal danger;
*
crossing
roads
on
designatedpedestrian crossings;
*
adherence to occupational
safetyand health binding conditions and
instructions for business partners
providing services at ŠKODA AUTO
production plants.
* adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

SKODA AUTO
/ Outdoor
roads and
work places

Outdoor roads * slipping, tripping over and fall of persons 2 3 2 12
and work places on outdoor walking surfaces

*
timely removal of ice, snow,
roadsanding preventing persons from
slipping and falling when moving around
outdoor roads in winter; * draining of
pavements and walking surfaces to avoid
retaining water
(danger of ice);
*
flat, rough, dust-free surface
ofpavements and roads;
*
treatment of shaft lids,
potholes, sothat they are levelled with the
adjacent pavement, road, sufficiently
usable;
*
when moving around a ŠKODA
AUTO plant out of a paved road, use
prescribed shoes;
*
monitor the road’s condition;
*
maintain order on roads;
*
labelling
non-removable
barriers;
*
ensuring sufficient lighting;*
adherence to occupational safety and
health binding conditions and instructions
for business partners providing services at
ŠKODA AUTO production plants.
*adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

Low risk

SKODA AUTO / Outdoor roads * means of transport hitting an obstacke 1 3 2 6
Outdoor roads and work places
and
work
places

*
ensuring that clearings
andpassages are sufficiently high and
wide;
*
labelling obstacles (columns,
poles,foundation heels of supporting
elements
of
above-the-ground
constructions, platforms, etc. in the
vicinity of the roads with safety labelling
(black and yellow and black and white
hatching)
*
monitor the conditions of
roads
*
maintain order on roads;
*
adherence to occupational
safetyand health binding conditions and
instructions for business partners
providing services at ŠKODA AUTO
production plants.
*adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

Acceptable risk

SKODA AUTO
/
Handling
and storage/
Loading and
unloading
means
of
transport

Loading and
unloading
means of
transport

* slipping, stumbling and spraining ankle 2 2 1 4
on handling platforms

*
treat and maintain floor Acceptable risk
surfaces ofthe loading space so that they
are not slippery;
*
suitable working shoes;
*
consistent use of working
apparel,accessories,
colours
and
labelling * adherence to occupational
safety and health binding conditions and
instructions for business partners
providing services at ŠKODA AUTO
production plants.
*adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

SKODA AUTO
/
Handling
and storage/
Loading and

Loading and
unloading
means of
transport,

* fall of a burden/ object/ material on
2 3 1 6
an employee/surface during unloading
and uploading
* sliding down and fall upon taking

*suitable placement and fixing of loads
upon transport, unloading from
transport means and taking away
material ensuring its stability;

unloading
means of
transport

handling areas

objects from the loading surfaces of
transport means

*
secure items of material
duringloading, unloading and other
handling, if necessary, with suitable aids
ad tools that eliminate the possibility of
its sliding or fall or turning upside
down
*
employees participating in
theloading and unloading must not
remain in immediate closeness of the
suspended burden, walk under the
suspended burden and hold the burden
when the handling device is in
operation;
*
if heavy burdens are not
securredagainst movement, do not step
beneath them and don’t put your hands
beneath them
*
consistent use of working
clothesand safety colour aids and
labelling * adherence to occupational
safety and health binding conditions and
instructions for business partners
providing services at ŠKODA AUTO
production plants.
*adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic

Acceptable risk

Regulations

SKODA AUTO
/
Handling and
storage/
Loading and
unloading
means of
transport

Handling areas

SKODA AUTO Stacking
/
material
Handling and
storage/
Storage areas

* fall, sprain of different body parts

4 2 1 8

*
securing safe conditions of Acceptable risk
thesurface of outdoor roads adjacent to
production shops and storage areas as
well as other frequented locations; *
maintaining roads and passages free, not
blocked with material or
operation facilities;
*
timely removal of any obstacles
from the roads;
*
ensuring sufficient lifting at
nightand in low visibility;
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

*
sliding of stacking paletes or
otherhandling units
*
fall, collapsing of stacking
palettes
or other handling units

2 3 1 6

*
consistent use of working
clothesand safety colour aids and
labelling * handling units to be stored in
designated areas defined in advance *
loaded plain pallets to be stacked only if
they are loaded with material that
withstands safe stacking and ensures
that a stable stack will be created;
*
excluding the presence of
personsin dangerous proximity to the
stacked pallets;
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

Acceptable
risk

SKODA AUTO Manipulation
/ Handling and lift trucks
storage /
Manipulation
lift trucks

*fall of the load (pallets and other
2 3 2 12
handling units) from the forks and
affecting persons in close proximity of the
trucks as a result of false loading and
arrangement of the manipulation unit
and organization defects

*
adherence to the prohibition
ofstaying under a loaded burden lifted on
the truck’s forks;
*
borderline of the stacked
handlingunit with a min. divergence from
the vertical line of 2 % at the max.;
*
excluding the presence of
persons onthe truck’s track, especially
upon reverse driving;
*
consistent use of working
clothesand safety colour aids and labelling
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

SKODA AUTO
/ Handling

* hitting a person with a moving truck, or 2 3 2 12
its forks, against an obstacle,

* adherence to the prohibitio of staying in
close proximity to an operating or

and storage /
Manipulation
lift trucks

construction

manipulating lift truck;
*
eliminating the presence of
people inthe truck’s track, especially upon
reverse driving;
*
consistent use of working
clothesand safety colour aids and labelling
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

SKODA AUTO Manipulation
/ Handling and trucks
storage /
Manipulation
lift trucks

* hitting a person with the truck,
running over a person’s foot with a
moving truck, threatening a person
with movement or the truck’s
operation

2 3 2 12

*
adherence to the prohibitio of
staying in close proximity to a running or
manipulating lift truck; * eliminating the
presence of people in the truck’s track,
especially upon reverse driving;
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

Moderate risk

SKODA AUTO Manipulation
/ Handling and trucks
storage /
Manipulation
lift trucks

* pressing down a person’s hand or
foot tp the floor with the load, *
pressing down a person with the
truck’s moving section

3 2 2 12

*
eliminating the presence of
personsin close proximity to the forks and
under a lifted load;
*
adherence to the prohibitio
ofstaying in close proximity to a running
or manipulating lift truck; * eliminating
the presence of persons in the truck’s
track, especially upon reverse driving;
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

Moderate risk

* fall of the load (pallets and other
2 3 2 12
handling units) from the forks and
affecting persons in close proximity of the
trucks as a result of false handling of the
load;

*
maintain sufficient distance
ofpersons from the motor trucks
*
lift trucks‘ drivers must follow
safemanipulation regulations presented to
them at the lift truck drivers‘ training; *
adherence to occupational safety and
health binding conditions and instructions
for business partners providing services at
ŠKODA AUTO production plants;
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

Low risk

Manipulation
trucks

Low risk

Moderate risk

SKODA AUTO / Handling and storage / Manipulation lift trucks
Production
shops/
Lift trucks
operation

Manipulation
trucks

Production
shops/
Lift trucks
operation

Manipulation
trucks

* sliding of stacking paletes or other
handling units and threatening the
person in close proximity of the
stack/borderline;

3 3 2 18

*
prohibition to enter the
stackingareas;
*
maintaining sufficient
distancebetween persons and the
manipulating lift truck;
*
lift trucks‘ drivers must follow
safemanipulation regulations presented to
them at the lift truck drivers‘ training;
*
lift truck’s driver’s adherence
to the
Local regulations of the storage
*
adherence to occupational
safety and health binding conditions and
instructions for business partners
providing services at ŠKODA AUTO
production plants;
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations

Production
shops/
Lift trucks
operation

Manipulation
trucks

* turning over of the truck (after
losing stability), driver’s or other
person’s injury;

1 4 1 4

*
prohibition to enter the
stackingareas;
*
maintaining sufficient distance
between persons and the manipulating lift
truck;
*
lift trucks‘ drivers must follow
safemanipulation regulations presented to
them at the lift truck drivers‘ training;
*
lift truck’s driver’s adherence
to theLocal regulations of the storage
*
adherence to occupational
safety andhealth binding conditions and

Low risk

Acceptable
risk

instructions for business partners
providing services at ŠKODA AUTO
production plants;
* adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations
Production
shops/
Lift trucks
operation

Production
shops/
Lift trucks
operation

Manipulation
trucks

Manipulation
trucks

* hitting a person with a running truck, or 2 3 2 12
forks, against a solid obstacle;

*
hitting a person with a 2 3 2 12
runningtruck, running over a person’s
foot with a running truck, threatening a
person with the truck’s movement or
operation;
*
truck’s collision with another
meansof transport on the road;

*
use roads marked with
pedestriansymbols (pathways) and
pedestrian crossings for walking;
*
if, upon driving forward, the
loadprevents good visibility, the truck
must move with the load at the back;
*
adherence to occupational
safety and health binding conditions and
instructions for business partners
providing services at ŠKODA AUTO
production plants;
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations
*
prohibition to enter the
stackingareas;
*
maintaining sufficient distance
between persons and the manipulating lift
truck;
*
lift trucks‘ drivers must follow
safemanipulation regulations presented to
them at the lift truck drivers‘ training;
*
lift truck’s driver’s adherence
to the
Local regulations of the storage
*
adherence to occupational
safety andhealth binding conditions and
instructions for business partners
providing services at ŠKODA AUTO
production plants;
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic

Low risk

Low risk

Regulations

SKODA AUTO
/
Plant railway,
loading
wagons

Plant railway;
loading
wagons

*
hitting down, running over a
personin the railway with a road vehicle
or a part being moved
*
pressing or hitting a person
with amoving wagon or railway with a
wagon or a road vehicle (means of
transport) moving in close proximity of a
part of the construction, other solid
construction or obstacle (e.g. at night
and in low visibility conditions);

2 4 1 8

SKODA AUTO
/ Doors, gate,
windiws, air
shafts

Windows, doors * cutting with the glass of a crashed glass 1 2 1 2
filling

*
crossing rails only after you
havelooked both directions to check if
the train/moving part is not close or
approaching;
*
follow prohibitions, including:staying in the railway or cross is when
wagons are being moved; - walking
among the laid-by wagons, crossing the
wagon braking platform; - climb over or
under the wagons when they are moving;
remain on the wagons when
theyare being moved;
neither put nor throw
tools,materials, etc. onto the railway; adhere to the prohibition of climbing over
wagons;
*
adherence to occupational
safetyand health binding conditions and
instructions for business partners
providing services at ŠKODA AUTO
production plants;
*
adherence to ON.1.045 Traffic
Regulations
*
Permission to enter the railway

* transparent or translucent walls,
partitions in rooms or in close proximity
to transport roads, doors and gates
must be clearly labelled in eyes‘ height;
in particular, all-glass

Acceptable
risk

Insignificant
risk

entrance doors must be clearly labelled
on exposed places; * suitable type of
glass with corresponding features, in
particular solidity, on expoed places; *
timely repair of damaged and partially
cracked glass fillings; * windows, etc.
must be possible to secure against
unprompted closing; * adherence to
occupational safety and health binding
conditions and instructions for business
partners providing services at ŠKODA
AUTO
production plants;
SKODA AUTO.
/ Doors, gate,
windiws, air
shafts

Staircases and
ladder
for
exit/entrance –
movement of
persons

*
fall of a person descending
(lessupon ascending) a stairace
(especially metal), made of solid steel
ladders ensuring communication
connection with elevated platforms,
bridges, etc. construction;
*
slanting, improper stepping
up onthe edge;

3 3 2 18

*
flat, undamaged surface of
staircaseand landings;
*
ascending
and
descendingstaircases and ladders always
one step at a time;
*
holding onto rails upon
ascendingand descending staircases and
vertical steel ladders;
*
correct
stepping
on,
eliminating ofinclined stepping, increased
carefulne upon reducing adhesion
conditions in wet, frost, as a result of dirty
shoes, etc.;
*
eliminating incorrect stepping
on the edge of a stair, where higher
friction occurs;
*
cleaning
shoes
before
ascending theladder
*
highlighting the first and last
stair;
*
correct stepping onto rung and
other ascend elements, possibility of using
a safety element (rail) to hold onto at the
end upon ascending; * only one person at
a time may ascend, descend and work on
a ladder;
*
adherence to occupational
safetyand health binding conditions and
instructions for business partners
providing services at ŠKODA AUTO
production plants;

Low risk
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